Inactivation of HIV infectivity by the chlorite-oxygen reaction product tetrachlorodecaoxygen.
Since the chlorite-oxygen reaction product tetrachlorodecaoxygen (TCDO) anion complex promotes efficaciously tissue repair and has antibacterial activity, our aim was to determine the effects of TCDO on the replication of HIV and on the infectivity of free HIV particles. The effects of TCDO on cellular HIV replication machinery and the consequences of TCDO for infectivity of HIV virions were evaluated. Virus yields in supernatants of TCDO-supplemented cultures of HIV-infected cells or virus infectivity in TCDO-treated virus stocks were quantified by titration assays and then calculating the 50% tissue culture infectious dose. First, TCDO did not affect the replication of HIV in persistently infected lymphocytic and monocytic cell lines or in peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Second, supplementation of HIV stocks with TCDO markedly decreased the infectivity of HIV particles in a concentration dependent manner. Third, the binding of gp120 envelope glycoprotein of HIV-1 to cells is blocked by pre-incubation with TCDO. Fourth, the inhibition of HIV replication by the reverse transcriptase inhibitor 3'-azido-3'-deoxythymidine (zidovudine) in de novo infected cell cultures was not affected by the simultaneous addition of TCDO. However, the delayed virus spread of HIV in cultures in the presence of suboptimal concentrations of zidovudine could significantly be blocked by the simultaneous addition of TCDO. Fifth, TCDO failed to induce the chromosomally integrated HIV-1 provirus in the T-lymphoma cell line ACH2. TCDO appears to inactivate HIV particles directly, but has no influence on the intracellular replicative machinery of HIV. Our results suggest that a clinical evaluation of the TCDO complex as chemotherapy for HIV infection and full-blown AIDS should be considered, particularly in patients concomitantly receiving zidovudine.